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“Most people love chocolate. Did you know that chocolate
comes from pods on cacao trees? Inside the pods there
are cocoa beans. They are dried, roasted and crushed to
get cocoa. Machines at the factory make chocolate for

us to enjoy.”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Use initial letter plus picture clues to read unknown words.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Notice digraph  in ch chocolate

•  Use captions to expand on text.

•  Develop visual discrimination:  then/the/they

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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Do  you  like  chocolate?
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Do  you  know  that  chocolate 
comes  from  a  tree?

trees and pods
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